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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE ... 

"There is no frigate like a book .•• " Emily Dickinson wrote 

these words to describe the feeling that all readers experience 

when they are transported to other lands, other lives, other 

realities by the magic of literature. For me, reading was the 

ultimate escape. Books were always friends to be cherished, 

and time spent reading was special and fulfilling. In less 

than a paragraph I could be lost in the pure joy of beautiful 

language, exciting plots, or fascinating characters. Yes, books 

were safe and comforting, always thero when I needed them. 

During Jewish Book Month, we have set ourselves the goal, 

as professionals, to bring this love of reading to the public. 

Through all the wonderful programs we plan, the authors we invite 

to speak, and the promotions we run, we try to make the public 

aware of the great adventure we can offer them. If we can inspire 

one reader to love Jewish books, then we have met our responsibility. 

However, it is not only as mentors that we can participate 

in Jewish Book Month. This time period can be used as our own 

discovery period, a time for tis to rediscover the joy in reading. 

As active participants, we serve as role models for our students. 

What better advertisement for reading Jewish literature than seeing 

the librarian enjoying a book? 

Have a good read! 

~~~ 
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FACT SHEET 

SONIA LEVITIN, THE RETURN 

GER¥Jill BORN JEWISH AUTHOR WINS CATHOLIC CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE, 
RETURNS TO GERMANY FOR CELEBRITY TOUR. 

* The Catholic Children's Book Prize was awarded to Sonia 
Levitin for THE RETURN, German Translation HEIMKEHR NACH 
JERUSALEM, a novel based on Operation Moses, in which 
some 10,000 black Ethiopian Jews were air lifted from Sudan to 
Israel in a seCI"'et rescue mission in 1984-85. 

* The Award was conferred by the German Bishop's Conference, 
which awards a prize bi-annually for the book which "best 
promotes faith and Christian values". 

* sonia Levitin who is the first Jewish author to receive the 
award, escaped from Nazi Germany to the United States at the age 
of four. Most of of her extended family were killed in the 
Holocaust. 

* The novel was selected from 327 entries for the prize which 
carried an award of 10,000 German Marks, roughly $5,000. 

* The author has just returned from a week long tour of 
readings, discussions, autograph sessions and the prize 
presentation held in Mainz, West Germany. Her tour included a 
visit to her birthplace in Berlin, attended by a reporter
photographer. 

* The tour included eight readings and discussions, numerous 
interviews, press conference and festive Prize Presentation at 
the Diocese in Mainz, featuring specially hired Israeli musicians 
who performed Hebrew songs. The prize was presented by Bishop 
Karl Lehman, head Bishop of Germany, who praised the book as "a 
priceless gift .•• meaningful for both Christians and Jews ••. " 
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I DECEMBER MEETING I 
Get acquainted with the library of the University of Judaism 

at the general membership meeting of the Association on Nonday night 

December 4 at 7:30 prn. Featured speakers are Rabbi David Wolpe and 

Rick Burke, the administrators of the library. 

Learn about the library's resources and its research 

opportunities, as well as its new systems and new technology. The 

collection development policies of the library will be discussed. 

A tour of the library's facilities will be included. 

The University of Judaism is located at 15600 Mulholland Drive 

in Bel Air. Exit the San Diego Freeway at Mulholland Drive. 

Entrance to the parking areas are from Casiano Drive, which is one 

block East of the San Diego Freeway. 

------------~¢~------~~~------~¢~-------------

'''''' • • • • • • 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
VBS DAY SCHOOL 

SELECTED AS A 1989 
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 

Valley Beth Shalom Day School's 
Library Program has been selected as a 
1989 CE?'-ITER OF EXCELLENCE by 
the National Council of Teachers of 
English (NCI'E). Our library program 
was one of seven programs selected in 
California from 500 national entrants. 

The NCI'E selected programs that 
were consistent with sound educational 
theory and appropriate research. They 
also looked for programs that consis
tently considered local circumstances 
and student needs. 

Susie Dubin's library program always 
has exciting components that keep 
children motivated and interested. This 
year, the children will be getting their 

own "Passports" to read "around the 
world". 
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V.B.S. DAY SCHOOL LIBRARY PROGRAM 

The library is not only an adjunct to classroom learning in our school, but an actual 
learning center. Each class attends library at least once a week during which time the 
children receive instruction in library and reference skills as well as literature appreci
ation. A variety of media are used to teach each unit of library study. Kindergarten 
focuses on care of books; title, author, and illustrator; teddy bear stories; thumb people; 
fairy tales; wordless books; and outstanding authors and illustrators such as Eric Carle, 
Don Freeman, Leo Lionni, Maurice Sendak, Arnold Lobel, etc. First Grade concentrates on 
locating easy reader and picture books; some Caldecott books; difference between fiction 
and non-fiction; recognizing main characters; folk and fairy tales around the world; and, 
books by Virginia Lee Burton, Dr. Seuss, Bill Peet, and Marjorie Sharmat. Second Grade 
continues a study of folk and fairy tales around the world; biography and other non-fiction 
books; extensive exploration of Caldecott Award Winners; and recognition of setting and 
characters. Third Grade studies fables, Beverly Cleary as an introduction to Newbery Award 
Winners, and how to use the card catalog. Fourth Grade explores Newbery and other Award 
Winning books; the various types of books in the reference section; and, tall tales. Fifth 
Grade looks at the different types of fiction such as mystery, science fiction, historical 
fiction, fantasy, and realistic fiction; continues study of the reference section; looks 
closely at epics and l.egends; and,- explores in depth American poetry. Sixth Grade uses all 
the knowledge they have gained to write four research papers. They also complete a set of 
independent reference question worksheets on subjects ranging from "bloodletting" to 
"labyrinth." Black poetry and women poets are presented, as are the Classics. 

"Library" is much more than another class, however. Children leave our school wich a 
love of reading thanks to many different library programs. The current favorite among the 
cll.ildren is "Question of the Week." About 50-75 children participate weekly. Every week a 
new reference question is posted someplace in the library. Children find the question and 
answer.it to receive a used paperback book as a prize. The prizes are donated by the 
children at all grade levels. The questions vary. Children look in the card catalog, 
reference books, or find books on the shelf to answer them in the manner of a treasure hunt. 

Other library programs feature various reading contests throughout the year. For 
Jewish Book Month, children.read books from six different categories (Judaic Fiction, Judaic 
Non-Fiction, Judaic Biography, General Fiction, General Non-Fiction, andGeneral Biography)to 
qualify for prizes ranging from bookmarks to books. In February, children join the Presi
dents' Book Club by reading a book about a President. In October, children earn a special 
certificate if they read a book about someone with disabilities. Other contests have 
featured folk tales, fairy ·tales, nursery rhymes, poems, books about famous women, Olympic 
heroes, American History, and people from another country. Science fiction clubs, animal 
story clubs, and sports story clubs have also been joined by students reading books in those 
areas. There is also a summer reading program. 

Special Programs are our Annual Storytelling Festival and Shakespeare Festival. The 
Storytelling Festival is one week in Fall when staff members (including the Headmaster) tell 
a story. We spread blankets on the yard near the lunch benches for anyone to sit and listen. 
The Shakespeare Festival is our celebration of National Library Week (and Shc.kespeare's 
birthday!) in April. During that week, the library is converted into the witches' cave from 
Macbeth with brown butcher paper for cave walls, paper spiders, and an iron cauldron. The 
librarian dresses up as a witch and tells stories from Shakespeare every recess. There is 
always a large crowd of students intent on hearing what happens to Juliet, the antics of 
bottom, how Caliban is outwitted, and whether Macbeth becomes the "King hereafter." Stories 
are based on Marguerite Chute's Stories From Shakespeare and sprinkled liberally with quotes 
from the plays. 

A charity project is the Jewish Braille Re3d-A-Thon in which library users raise over 
$1,000 annually to donate to the Braille Institute. 

Every four years the library sponsors a Vote for Books campaign to coinc~ae with 
National Elections. During this time, children design a political campaign for their 
favorite book to have their book "elected" the book of their grade level. Children design 
posters, bookmarks, buCtons, give speeches, and tape video commercials for their books. On 
election day, all the children vote for their favorite book on their grade level. This year 
we had 95% voter turn out! 

The library is a busy place with all these programs, but children still come by just to 
read, choose a book, study, or use our puppet stage. Almost everyone leaves with a book and 
a smile. 
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A U T H 0 R S F.'\ IRE 

S T A R N E W S 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, MAY 17, 1989 

AUTHORS FAIRE WAS GREAT 

On a sunny day in February I was invited by Masha Gardner, principal 
of the Chaim Weizmann Day School in Pasadena, to attend a special event 
in their school - an "Authors Faire". 

The event was a visit to schools bv authors of children's books. The 
event was planned under the auspic~s of "Partners" - a group of public 
and private schools in the area, dedicated to the promotion, use, 
understanding and appreciation of children's literature. 

The Faire was officially opened with a reception at the Pasadena Public 
Library. William Thompson, the mayor of Pasadena, considered the issue 
of literacy and reading important enough to be present, among others. 
And then the authors and their hosts went to their respective schools. 

I was not quite certain what to expect, but what I saw at the Chaim 
Weizmann School was so over-whelming that I must share it with you and 
others. The authors who visited this school were April Wayland and 
Robin Krupp. 

Weeks of work and preparation preceded the visit. 

The children (grades K-5) read these authors' books, investigated their 
lives, quoted their words (my mother was a pianist, my father a farmer), 
wrote letters to them (and received replies), illustrated the authors' 
books and created their own books, based on the children's own 
experiences. 

The children welcomed the authors with songs (Shalom Haverim), 
hosts and hostesses and guided them through their classrooms, 
reflected their involvement and love of books in general, and 
familiarity with the guest-authors in particular. 

served as 
which 
their 

The authors were as impressed as I was and they certainly lived up to 
the high expectations. 

They told the children about their work and lives; showed them new books 
in progress; solicited their participation and input; and described 
how ideas are born and how books are made. 

Most importantly, the authors, the students and the teachers created 
an atmosphere of pleasure, understanding, friendship and mutual 
appreciation. 

I hope this experience will be continued and shared with many other 
schools. 

HAVA BEN-ZVI, Head Librarian 
Jewish Community Library 
Bureau of Jewish Education 
Jewish Federation Council of Greater Los Angeles 
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,-------Northeast Document Conservation Center------, 
Abbot Hall. 24 School Street. Andover, MA 01810-4099 (508) 470-1010 

September, 1989 

TO: Colleagues of NEDCC 

FROM: Ann Russell 

RE: Action Call for Permanent Paper Resolution 

This year legislation has been introduced in Congress to 
establish a national policy on permanent papers, which 
encourages the use of permanent paper for books and records of 
enduring value. The Senate Resolution, S.J. Res. 57, was passed 
by voice vote on July 31, 1989. It is now important to press 
for quick action in the House in order to assure passage before 
the year ends. 

The House version of the measure, H.J. Res. 226, has been 
assigned to two committees: the House Government Operations 
Committee and the House Administration Committee. It is 
important to write to the chairmen and ranking minority members 
of both committees as well as the subcommittee members listed 
below, and to any other committee members from your own state, 
urging them to become co-sponsors of H.J. Res. 226. Those who 
have already co-sponsored the measure are marked with an 
asterisk. ln writing to these individuals, thank them for their 
support and urge them to press for quick action in this session 
of Congress. 

Mention that the government is already supporting the 
microfilming of brittle books. H.J. Res 226 is a first step 
toward stopping the brittle paper problem at its source. 
Permanent paper costs no more than acidic paper. The 
legislation will not result in any increased costs for the 
government. 

The members of the relevant committees and subcommittees are 
listed on the reverse of this page. Please send copies of your 
letters and replies to me. 

Thank you for your support. 
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JOB OPENING AT ~INAI TEMPLE BLUMENTHAL ~IBRARY 

A full-time position as Library Assistant is now open at 

Sinai Temple Blumenthal Library. Like any library job, it 

involves record keeping, acquisitions and periodical control, 

circulation control (computerized), and desk work. However, 

this varied and interesting spot, working alongside Rita 

Frischer and Rachel Glasser, will also encourage the 

applicant to help plan exhibits, set up programs, coordinate 

author visits, supervise library aides, work with audiovisual 

materials and learn a broad range of valuable library skills. 

The job requires familiarity with libraries, comfort 

with computers, minimum typing speed of 40-50 accurate words 

per minute, a pleasant disposition and appearance, the 

ability to shift between tasks without getting flustered, 
. 

and a talent for working both independently and with others 

effectively, efficiently and with sense of humor intact. 

Some Jewish knowledge will, of course, be a definite plus and 

any special skills, talents or interests will be given 

consideration and a chance to develop. 

Although full-time, hours are somewhat flexible, 

allowing for classwork at UCLA. The library is open Monday 

through Thursday (including Tuesday evening) and from 8:30 to 

1:00 on Sunday mornings; it is closed Fridays and Saturdays. 

Please s~read the word among any colleagues and friends 

who might have children, friends, or children of friends who 

could be suitable for and interested in this position. Call 

Rita Frischer: (213} 474-1518, Ext. 39 ; home (818) 894-4165. 

WANTED FOR PURCHASE 

a set of World Book Encyclopedia 
1985 or newer with or without Yearbooks. 
Call: Rachel Glasser 
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Author Tells Share-in Attendees How to Host an Author Visit 

Nancy Smiler Levinson, author of I Lift My Lamp and soon to 

be published biography of Christopher Columbus, led a class at 

the BJE Share-in for Conservative Day Schools about how to plan 

a successful author's visit. She pointed out that lists of authors 

available to speak can be obtained from local booksellers and/or 

publishers. Those interested in hosting such a visit should contact 

the author either by letter or phone well in advance of the planned 

visit. Books for sale and autbgraphing usually need to be ordered 

from the publisher six weeks in advance. Ms. Levinson recommended 

asking the author what type of a speaking fee would be required. 

She also said to make sure to reconfirm the date about a week or 

so before the author is scheduled to speak. At that time check to see 

if the author has any special requirements such as chairs, mikes, 

etc. Before the visit make sure the audience has read the author's 

books. Encourage questions. Introduce the author to administrators. 

And, always send a thank you note. 
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BLUMENTHAL LIBRARY TO PRESENT THAN WYENN 

by Rita Berman Frischer 

REAU A STORY - TEL~ A STORY - COME ON DECEMBER 1 TO 

SINAI TEMPLE LIBRARY SHABBAT AND OPEN HOUSE AND HEAR A STORY. 

On Friday, Dec. l, at 8:15 p.m., Than Wyenn, actor, 

educator and world traveler, will present "Storytelling in 

the Jewish Tradition" during Blumenthal Library's annual 

Library Shabbat and Open House. 

Wyenn is a well known character actor who bas appeared 

in such theatrical films as "Splash, " "Being There, " "Black 

Sunday," and "The Other Side of Midnight." He has also 

appeared on television regularly and will be familiar from 

such shows as "'The Bob Newhart Show," "Remington Steele," 

"Victory at Entebbe," "Quincy," "Simon and Simon," and "T.J. 

Hooker." 

Besides his work as an actor, Wyenn is known 1n the 

Jewish community for his role as Dramatic Advisor for the 

Bureau of Jewish Education and for his frequent, fascinating 

lecture tours on Jewish literature and on the Jewish 

communities of the world. 

Members of AJL are invited to share the humor and the 

pathos, the smiles and the tears, to be found in 

"Storytelling in the Jewish Tradition" as presented by this 

accomplished and dedicated Jewish actor. 

Following services, everyone is invited to visit 

Blumenthal Library, Room 307, to examine the Library's newest 

acquisitions and to see our exhibit on the evening's theme. 
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BOOK SALE NOV. 29 - DEC. 1 AT HEBREW UNION COLLEGE LIBRARY 

Used hardcover books priced as low as $1 each and paperbacks priced 

from 2SC each will be on sale Wednesday, Nov. 29, through noon Friday, 

Dec. 1, in the Frances-Henry Library of Hebrew Union College, 32nd and Hoover 

streets. 

Sale hours will be 9 a.m. to 5 p,m, Wednesday and Thursday and 9 a.m. 

to noon on Friday. For more information, call the library at (213)7119-3424. 

Librarian Harvey Horowitz said the sale is being held in recognition of 

Jewish Book Month which runs this year from Nov. 23 through Dec. 23. 

The books ar-e in English, Ylddlsh and Hebrew. They cover Jewish studies, 

Sible, history, religion, phiiosophy ttl'ld fiction and were published in this country, 

Israel and other nations. Also on sale wi![ be general works, both fiction and 

non-fiction. 

----------~¢~----~<>~----~¢~----------

AJL Convention Attendees in Washington, D.C. in June 1989. From left 
to right: Helene Gersuk; Marja Reynolds; Daniel Boorstein. Librarian 
Emeritus Library of Congress; Susan Dubin; and Fran Shuster. 
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BUREAU OF JEWISH EDUCATION :::i:Y € 6505 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048 

~7hf/7u~ 

Z13·852•1234 
ets·m-es-!~ 

Chal,.....n 
SIIHIIf El#IUIIUI 

October 4, 1989 

Dear Newsletter Editor, 

We have started rehearsal for our new fall season of Yad 
B'Yad. 

The product~on troupe wil.L be performing "In .Secu:l.:il uf 
Rainbows" at the University of Judaism's Gindi Auditorium 
December 6th,7th,& 9th, 1989. This performance focuses on 
a teenager's search for meaning within a diverse culture. 
It is a wonderful evening entertainment for the entire 
family. 

The past productions have been fresh and new and this year 
will be no exception. This program is sponsored by the 
Bureau of Jewish Education and brings together Jewish 
teenagers from throughout the Los Angeles area creating 
exciting music, dance, and drama. 

We urge you to include the above information in your next 
newsletter or bulletin so that we may reach as many people 
as possible. It is with your continued help that makes 
this program a success. 

During the coming year we will be sending you information 
regarding upcoming performances of Yad B'Yad. We thank 
you for you help. 

Fo:r ~ir.l<Pt- ;nfo'!'i:'atjo:n please conta.ct Monise Neumann at 
(213) 852-7702 Ext 2252 or (818) 950-8640 Ext 2252. 

Execvttv•DI...,tor Sincerely, 
Dr. Emlt.JKMr 
Aa.aoclat• Dir.ctCH' 
Dr. Gil Groll 

VlceCnalra 
Joaepll H•rrn 
f'tlllett G. Hurewltz 
Dt. bruro lombl6u 
URd6 All ym6n 
&Iller ~rltzkr 
/.JuiSetleaieb 

~~6 
\WI 

m~ 

Monise Neumann 
Producer 

MN/JTjss 

.Hrrrlsb hder2lion Council 
o/ fiJ'Nter Lin Angeles, 

Bt~Hflclllrr of 
United J-lsh Fund 

Altll>ilfO ..,h- fd.,.,.h0/1 
S.ll'a olllorltl Amena 

~1 
ubman 

~ant Consultant 

YADB'YAD 
HAND IN HAND 
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AJL TO LOS ANGELES IN 1 92 

Dear Colleagues and friends: 

The news is out! It will be Los Angeles for AJL in 1992, hosted by AJL~sc. 

Please accept this as a personal invitation to join me at our first planning session: 

When? Monday, December 11, 1989 
7:30 P.M. 

Where? My Home 
 

   

Bring your notes. We need you and your ideas. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 11th. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

fld~~ 
Adaire Klein 
Chairperson 

RSVP:Day:    
  

Dear Adaire: 

I am interested in serving on the planning committee for the AJL-1992 Conference but 
am unable to join you at the meeting on December 11, 1989. 

Sincerely, 

Name. __________________________________ _ Phone ________________________ _ 
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A STORY, A STORY ... by Rita Berman Frischer 

Long before there were books there were stories. 

Stories form our religion and our memories; they shape our 

customs and our traditions. They link us together with the 

past, the future, and with human truths beyond time. 

Interest in the story as a microcosm of truth has 

reawakened in the reading public during the past few years 

and publishers have expanded their lists to include volumes 

of stories by insightful writers or collections of tales from 

varied sources. In Blumenthal Library I have added to our 

many volumes of traditional legends, children's stories, 

humorous meises, and midrashic tales the following new and 

representative works: 

EVERYDAY MIR~CLES: THE HEALING WISDOM OF HASIDIC STORIES 

by Howard W. Polsky and Yaella Wozner recounts and studies 

the Hasidic story as a source of wisdom and psychological and 

social coping skills. The authors concentrate here not just 

on the stories but on their relevance to modern life and on 

the importance of storytelling itself. 

NEIGHBORHOOD TALES by Norman Rosten, (Braziller, 1986, $14.95). 

A sympathetic and often funny collection of tales by the author of the 

H*Y*M*A*N K*A*P*L*A*N stories, these stories portray his life-long Brooklyn 

community and evoke its unique and irrepressible character. 

NIGHT TALES OF THE SHAMMAS by Michael Jay Katz, (Jason Aronson, 1988, 

$35). An old medieval storyteller, a shammas, transmits classic Jewish fables 

in his own inimidible fashion, blurring time and detail but retaining their 

elemental humanity. 

STORIES IN AN ALMOST CLASSICAL MODE by award-winning Harold Brodkey 

(Knopf, 1988, $24.95) presents a chronologically arranged collection of 

the works of an author acknowleged as one of the major American writers of 

this century. 

USEFUL GIFTS by Carole Glickfield (.U. of Georgia Press, 1988,) presents 

11 interrelated stories through the eyes of Ruthie Zimmer, the youngest 

child of deaf-mute parents living in Manhattan in the 40's and 50's. Her 

optomistic vision of a complex and heartbreaking world is colored by the 

mystery of language and the breakdown of ability to communicate. 
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HUMMING RAGTIME AS KADDISH 

This Hannukah read a humdinger: a racy, witty boo~~ about Irving 
Berlin, Jewish immigrant and the man called "American music." 
IRVING BERLIN AND RAGTIME AMERICA is no run of the mill biography. 
Author Ian Whitcomb is a one-time rock musician, D.J. and immigrant 
himself. He delivers an irreverant history of ragtime music and 
early 20th century American society focused by the burgeoning 
career of Berlin and highlighted by an outrageous chapter on the 
creation of rag. Whitcomb backgrounds ballroom dancing, delights 
in analyzing lyrics~ and above all idolizes Irving. Underpinning 
everything is the astonishing creation of an American hero from a 
Russian Jew. Berlin is immigrant successs, not just trading rags 
for riches, but shedding his ethnicity for the world at large. 

Berlin wrote much more than ragtime. The secret of his genius was 
that he wrote - and well - the idiom of the time. He died this 
Bosh Hashanah at 101, famous for rag, jazz, ballads, show stoppers 
and pop tunes. But his spectacular success came during the teen 
years of our centurys His importance lies in understanding who he. 
was, where he was going and when he was going there. Berlin, like 
the top stars for whom he wrote, Sophie Tucker and Al Jolson, came 
to America to escape pogroms. Israel Baline arrived in New York in 
1892 with his family. He was four. His parents wanted him to be a 
cantor. Like most greenhorns Israel wanted desperately to assimi
late. After his father died he ran away to Chinatown to start his 
career as a singing waiter, song plugger and American song writer, 
renamed, Irving Berlin. 

Paralleling Berlin~s career is the phenominal rise of ~Tin Pan 
Alley> and its embracing of the pace of the 20th century. America 
modernized in a rush and rag music both expresssed and eased the 
pain of this transition. What was this ••rag," this form of U.S. 
imperialism? By digging into the history of song writing as far 
back as Stephen Foster, Whitcomb cools the myth of the "hot coon" 
and his monopoly of the big beat. Most popular songs were created 
by tunesmiths writing of things they had never seen. Minstrel 
shows were a creation of non-blacks and the syncopated beat was not 
even largely of African origin. Rag was a result of the melting 
pot, of absorbing everything around. 

As an immigrant learning English, Berlin became expert in everyday 
American speech patterns and talk rhythms of the street. He took 
syncopation from conversation. The success o~ this beat ~ed the 
dance craze; sweeping the country were all kinds o~ animal steps 
<the "fox trot" remains). Syncopated pop songs were, in fact, 
mainly the product of white, male, Russian, Jews speaking to 
restless Americans on the go. The Jews did not invent the sheet 
music industry, but they seized the opportunity that was there. 

Berlin said he packaged people>s dreams and sold them back. Those 
were American dreams, shared and captured by a grateful foreigner. 
Gpd Bless America was a heart-felt response in Berlin's ragtime 
years, though he pulled it from his 1919 army show and held it for 
another war. Through the pulse and the pace of his Gglden Medina. 
Berlin wrote rag music that we still "come on and hear." Come on 
and read IRVING BERLIN AND RAGTIME AMERICA. Facts bounce along a 
history much brighter than F#. 

ELLEN COLE I TEMPLE ISAIAH I LEVINE LIBRARY 
DECEMBER '89 BOOK REVIEW COLUMN 
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REMINDER 

YOM IYUN A DAY OF STUDY 

FOR ORTHODOX DAY SCHOOLS 

ALL ARE WELCOME 

January 14 -15, 1990. 

NOV/DEC 1989 

Cost: $ 15.00 includes luncheon on January 15th. 

Pre-registration necessary. Contact your principal. 

For registration and information call Linda Taylor (213) 852-1234, 

Ext. 2246 or Hava Ben-Zvi Ext. 3202. 

SAVE THE DATE 

EDUCATORS CONFERENCE 

SUNDAY, JANUARY 28, 1990 

Time : 8:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. 

Place : Valley Beth Shalom 
15739 Ventura Boulevard 
Encino, CA 

Subject: Israel 

Main Speaker : Rabbi Moshe Tutnauer 

All educators are invited. 

Principals register their staff, including teachers, librarians, 
specialists, etc. 

Contact your principal for information. 
invitations to teachers or librarians. 

There will be no individual 

For further information contact Bella Bergman, {213)852-1234 Ext. 2240. 

IT is with hooks as with men: a very 
sma/lnumher play a rery large parr . 

. . . \'oltaire 
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H A N U K K A H A N D C H R I S T M A S 

A BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Compiled by HAVA 

B o o k s 

AUGUST 1989 

Cohen, Barbara. The Christmas Revolution. 

BEN-ZVI 

New York, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books, 1987. EDUC PZ 7 C6595 Ch. 
Summary: fourth grader Emily is forced to think about her Jewish 
heritage when a new boy, an Orthodox Jew, refuses to participate 
in the school•s Christmas celebration. 

Shapiro, Steve. ed. The December Dilemma 
Encino, Ca., Valley Beth Shalom (Synagogue), 1974. EDUC BM 695 H3 S5x. 

"a resource booklet exploring ..• the conflicts of living in a 
Christian society ... Includes a Hanukkah horne seder for eight 
nights". pp. IV 14 through 16 and IV 21 through 24. 

Sussman, Susan. There is no such thing as a Chanukah bush, Sandy 
Goldstein. Illustrated by Charles Robinson. 
Niles, Ill., Albert Whitman & Co., 1983. EDUC PZ 7 59657 Th 1983. 

Summary: A wise, understanding grandfather helps Robin, a 
Jewish child, cope with Christmas; not an easy task when even 
Sandy, who is also Jewish, is allowed to have-a Christmas 
tree and Robin can't have one. 

Weinstein, Lois Miller. Explaining Christmas to the Jewish Child. 
Williamsville, New York, Lois Miller Weinstein, 1981. EDUC BM 590 W4x. 

Summary: A guide for Jewish children that sensitively answers 
the question: "Why don't we celebrate Christmas?" 

MAGAZINE ARTICLES 

AUGUST, 1989 

The December Dilemma. Mae Shafter Rockland. HADASSAH ~~GAZINE. 
67:21-3. December 1985. 

The Other Christmas. D.B. Saxe. Letter. JEKISH SPECTATOR. 
46:58-9. Winter 1981. 

Why no Christmas tree. A letter from a Jewish convert to her 
Christian mother. THE RECONSTRUCTIONIST, December 28, 1951. 

Christmas and Hanukkah. M. Harris. JEWISH DIGEST. 26:32-6 
December 1980. 

Alienation. Christmas comes to a Jewish home. A. Roiphe. MOMENT 
4:18-19. January-February 1979. 

Christmas and Hanukkah - Two Structurings of the World. Monford Harris. 
JEWISH FRONTIER. 43:19-21. December 1976. 

The December Dilemma. E.J. Tucker. RECONSTRUCTIONIST. 37:16-20. 
December 17, 1971. 

The Jewish home in December. M. Gold. JEWISH DIGEST. 15:27-28. 
December 1969. 

continued on page 18 
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A SPECIAL EVENT YOU MAY WISH TO ATTEND 

"The Dream, The Hope and the Practical Reality -

The Financing and Marketinq of Jewish Education 

Sunday, February 25, 1990 

Jewish Co~~unity Building 
6505 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles 

Pre-registration required. 

TENTATIVE AGENDA 

8:30 - 9:30 Registration and coffee 

9:30 - 10:30 Introductions 

10:45 -

12:30 

1:45 

4:00 p.m. 

Keynote address - Dr. Deborah Lipstadt 

Program Panels 
a) Financial Development and Agendas - Manny Foster 
b) Marketing Concepts and Strategies - Gary Wexler 

Luncheon 

Workshops 
a) Grants, Foundations, Campaigns, bequests and 

more. 

b) Marketing Strategies for Day Schools, 
Scpplementary Schools, Teen programs, 
Family education and more. 

Adjournment 

Intended for lay leadership, 
contact Betty Fishman, (213) 

but if you wish to attend, 
852-1234 Ext. 2238. 

--------~¢~----~<>~----~Q~----------
The Season o~ Anxiety. T. Weiss-Rosmarin, Edit. 
~4:5-6. November 1969. 

JEWISH SPECTATOR. 

Why Hanukkah is no "Jewish Christmas". J. Mark. JEWISH DIGEST. 
12:17-20. December 1966. 

December problems. Letter. I. Borenstein. JEWISH SPECTATOR. 
29:26-7. February 1964. 

Hanukkah and Christmas: 1866. S.F. Chyet. JEWISH FRONTIER. 
30:29-31. December 1963. 

Christmas tree for Nancy. M.L. Rubenovitz. JEWISH DIGEST. 
9:25-6. December 1963. 

Christmas Lesson. Discussion of religious symbols. J.L. Portnoy. 
JEWISH TEACHER. 32:12-13. December 1963. 

Christmas and Hanukkah in the public schools- one community's dilemma. 
B. Firestone. JEWISH EDUCATION. 37:180-7. #4 - 1967. 




